
PROJECT PROPOSAL SAMPLE

Looking for a project proposal example or a template? Check out the project proposal toolkit, with FREE to use
template, samples, examples, guide and even .

After signing and approving the Project Proposal a business starts drafting the following documents: a project
charter, project plan, contract, etc. The main goal of a supplemental proposal is to prove the value of adding
resources and update the audience with a timeline based on this new plan. Open up your portfolio and share
other work you have successfully completed that is similar to that within this project proposal. PandaTip:
When working together on a project, the most important thing above all else is to have your responsibilities
delineated. In this section, provide the reader with a great summary of your whole proposal, emphasizing the
key details. This is where you can estimate your budget, timeline, and more. Similar to any literary works, it is
important to check whether your proposal is already capable of impressing your reader. Write down what the
problem is, how it effects what your audience cares about, and how you know that this is the cause of the
issue. It is imperative to keep in mind that, regardless of the proposal type, you will always want to check the
following boxes when starting a proposal document. Proposals are generally drafted during one of the early
phases of your project before detailed plans are made and resources are allocated. ProblemStatement] Project
Justification PandaTip: What justifies the financial and time commitments necessary to execute your plan?
Describe your expertise and how those skills apply to specific stages within the project. Regardless, it is
important to keep those contextual factors in mind when putting together your project proposal Project
Proposal Template About Us: PandaTip: This is an introduction of your company and its people. This requires
a great deal of careful planning, communication, and local involvement for each project. Also, the amount of
detail used when outlining proposals can vary significantly. Usually, continuation proposals are reserved for
requesting funds when starting a new phase in a project. This part should be engaging and interesting as well.
No Modification Unless in Writing No modification of this Contract shall be valid unless in writing and
agreed upon by both Parties. Know what problem the proposal tackles While it might be obvious what the
problem is in your mind, this is where the power of knowing your audience comes in. Why do you need a
project proposal? Thinking that project proposals are made to get the necessary funds and support from
external parties, reflect on your target audience. Moreover, it would also be better if you can support your
claims with quantifiable or observable variables. Renewal Once an ongoing project has finished or outlived its
usefulness and support for it is going to be terminated , a renewal project proposal can be written to make the
case for its continued support. PandaTip: This clause ensures that the Company and not the Contractor will
hold all intellectual property rights in the project as that is the most typical arrangement. There could be a
number of factors at play here. If the Company does agree to bear such expenses, the Contractor shall present
receipts or invoices in order to receive reimbursement. To get a template you can use to create an unsolicited
project proposal, check out the previous section on formally solicited proposals. LastName] [Client. In certain
cases a few very short and general phrases is sufficient when the proposal is pages , while in other cases all the
major points must be set out in detail then the proposal would be pages. The major differentiator between a
formal and informal project proposal is the number of details involved in planning. We are an operational
NGO, meaning we plan and carry out boots-on-the-ground projects to accomplish our objectives. Completion
of this project will further our overarching objectives, including: [NGO. Reaching out to stakeholders and
building alliances increases credibility and exposure in the community at large. Project Duties The Contractor
and the Company agree and acknowledge that the Parties shall perform all Project duties as described on
Exhibit A attached hereto. Our Expertise: PandaTip: Since you are bidding on a particular project, it would be
a good idea to highlight those skills that will make you valuable above everyone else on that particular project.
Include the following in this section: Name of the Organization. However, depending on your arrangement, as
the Contractor, you may want to hold such rights. This is the part where you need to describe thoroughly the
problem you want to address.


